Enchanting Gujarat
Aavo Padharo, words of welcome in the language of Gujarat because it is here that these words ring truely and the guest is 'God' and the people of Gujarat are gregariously friendly, inviting and will entice you to come again and again.

Here in Gujarat you will discover centuries of history as spanning the geological core of the earth onto a fascinatingly vibrant future. Gujarat is unique in its geological and topographical landscape. From volcanic outpourings through bedrock to fossil fields of indigenous dinosaurs; from the art of the neolithic cave painter to the stone masterpieces of a series of civilized architecture. Gujarat has it all.

 Ancient cave paintings to historic murals, natural and man made caves. Art, history, music, culture, all dovetail within each other to form a wondrous matrix that is the cultural exuberance of the people of the state.

**Fast Facts About Gujarat**
Location
Western tip of India
Gujarat in World map

Area
196077 sq. km.

Population
60383628 (AS PER 2011)

Capital
Gandhinagar

Language
Gujarati

Religion
Hinduism, Islam, Jainism, Sikhism, Christianity

Time
GMT +5:30

Currency
Indian Rupee

Climate
Wet in the southern districts and Desertic in the north-west region

Winter
November to February (12 - 29 Celsius)

Summer
March to May (29 - 41 Celsius)

Monsoon
June to October (27 - 35 Celsius)

Name of the Districts
Ahmedabad, Amreli, Anand, Banaskantha, Bharuch, Bhavnagar, Dahod, Dang, Gandhinagar, Jamnagar, Junagadh, Kutch, Kheda, Mahesana, Narmada, Navsari, Panchmahal, Patan, Porbandar, Rajkot, Sabarkantha, Surat, Surendranagar, Tapi, Vadodara, Valsad
Tourism Hubs

Ahmedabad Metro
North Gujarat (Ahmedabad)
Surat
Vadodara
Rajkot
Junagadh
Jamnagar
Kutch
Eight tourism hubs have been created, which are Ahmedabad Metro, Ahmedabad Rural (North Gujarat), Surat (South Gujarat), Vadodara (Central Gujarat), Rajkot, Junagadh & Jamnagar (Saurashtra) and Bhuj (Kutch), for convenience of tourists visiting Gujarat.

These hubs are well equipped with the modern infrastructure, facilities and services in the areas of commerce, communication, connectivity, hospitality, transportation, medical facilities etc.
In the field of tourism ‘Shakti Travels’ has trustworthy and noble image. Since last 37 years, in this field, we are continuously serving people according to their interest and wish with new tour packages, tourist places and facilities. Due to this unique approach we have gained people’s respect and satisfaction.

Every year we organize different tours which get extra ordinary feedback from customers. In every tour planning our wide experience helps a lot and an individual can select a tour package according to his/her budget, members and tourist place. Moreover our experience also becomes helpful to our customers in the journey. After enjoying our tour, each and every one cherishes their experience throughout life and in future they also preferred to attend our tours. For convenience of client we implement new thoughts, customers’ feedback and experience for preparing new tour packages.

In India, Gujarat has always attracted tourists for its diverse attractions. Gujarat has the longest sea-shore, spiritual places, historical spots, dens, hill stations, sanctuary and much more various sites along with a range of different culture, which gives Gujarat its unique identity in tourism sector of the country.

In recent times, Gujarat has emerged as an exceptional place for tourism. When tourists from all over the world visit India, they visit Gujarat without fail. Every tourist gets mesmerized by the culture of Gujarat. This encourages other tourists to visit Gujarat. Gujarat is primarily divided in 8 major hubs. We have structured our tours such that it covers mostly all the hubs.

Our tour includes famous sites like;
- From North Gujarat Hub: Mahudi, Ambaji, Shamlaji as well as Rajasthan’s popular Mount Abu, Chittod, Udaipur Keshariyaji, Rajkot, Junagadh and Jamnagar
- From Kutch Hub: Gondal, Saasan Gir, Somnath, Bhuj, Maandvi, Maata No Madh, Narayan Sarovar, Koteswar, Porbandar, Dwarka, Bet Dwarka, etc.

Our wide range of Gujarat tours consists of various categories like;
- 1 Day Tour
- 2 Night / 3 Day Tour
- 3 Night / 4 Day Tour

We hope and believe that national as well as international tourist friends would fell in love with “ENCHANTING GUJARAT”!

**Shakti Travels Family**

- Maheshbhai R. Dudakiya
  - Jigar M. Dudakiya
  - Dhara M. Dudakiya
- Jitendrabhai R. Dudakiya
  - Vivek J. Dudakiya
- Rameshbhai R. Dudakiya
  - Hardik R. Dudakiya
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Tour</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Pg. No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Mahudi, Ambaji</td>
<td>Day Trip</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Mahudi, Ambaji, Mount Abu</td>
<td>One Night / Two Days</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>Shamalaji, Keshariyaji, Udaipur, Shrinathaji</td>
<td>One Night / Two Days</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>Gondal, Junagadh, Sasangir, Somnath</td>
<td>Two Nights / Three Days</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>Bhuj, Mandavi, Mata No Madh, Narayan Sarovar, Koteshwars, White Desert</td>
<td>Two Nights / Three Days</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>Gondal, Junagadh, Sasangir, Veraval, Porbandar, Dwarka, Bet Dwarka</td>
<td>Three Nights / Four Days</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td>Shamalaji, Keshariyaji, Udaipur, Shrinathaji, Chittod, Ranakpur, Mt. Abu</td>
<td>Three Nights / Four Days</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td>Rules &amp; Regulations</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Day Trip

Mahudi, Ambaji

FULL DAY EXCURSION

Morning at 07:00 Hrs start from Ahmedabad To Mahudi by A.C. Vehicle (App. 70 Kms / 1.5 Hrs).

Arrive Mahudi – One of the Famous Jinalay (Jain Temple) of Shri Ghantakarna Mahavir Swami, Arrive & have a darshan of Ghantakarna Mahavir Swami Temple, The main temple of Ghantakarna Mahavir was built around Vikram Savant 1980. Acharyadev Buddhi Sagarsurisvarji was inspired in a dream and drew a figure of Ghantakarna Mahavir with bow and arrow and an idol was carved accordingly. After Darshan have Sukhadi – A Traditional Sweet which is prepared from Pure Ghee, Wheat Flour and Jagger – as Prasad, Which must be eaten within the Premises in temple only and strictly prohibited to take outside as it is an inauspicious to do so.

Start from Mahudi To Ambaji (App. 135 Kms / 03 Hrs).

Arrive Ambaji - One of the Main Shakti Peeth out of 51 Shakti Peeth in the world, It is belived
that the Heart of Devi Sati was Fallen here, Ambaji is an important temple town with millions of devotees visiting the Ambaji temple every year. The Hill of Gabbar has also a small temple fortified from the western side and there are 999 steps to go up to the mountain and reach this holy temple at the top of Gabbar Hill. A Holy Lamp is constantly burning on this hill temple facing exactly in front of Visa Shree Yantra of Nij Mandir of Mata Shri Arasuri Amba.

**After Lunch** (Gujarati Thali) start for Ahmedabad (App. 200 Kms / 05 Hrs), Arrive Ahmedabad approximately 19:00 Hrs. **TOUR OVER.**

**Departure**

Every Saturday, Sunday
One Night / Two Days

Mahudi, Ambaji, Mount Abu

Day: 01
Morning at 07:00 Hrs start from Ahmedabad to Mahudi by A.C. Vehicle – One of the Famous Jinalay (Jain Temple) of Shri Ghantakarna Mahavir Swami (App. 70 Kms / 1.5 Hrs), Arrive & have a darshan of Ghantakarna Mahavir Swami Temple, The main temple of Ghantakarna Mahavir was built around Vikram Savant 1980. Acharyadev Buddhhi Sagarsurisvarji was inspired in a dream and drew a figure of Ghantakarna Mahavir with bow and arrow and an idol was carved accordingly. After Darshan have Sukhadi – A Traditional Sweet which is prepared from Pure Ghee, Wheat Flour and Jagger – as Prasad, Which must be eaten within the Premises in temple only and strictly prohibited to take outside as it is an inauspicious to do so. Directly start for Mount Abu (App. 200 Kms / 04 Hrs), Arrive & Check into the Hotel, After Lunch Have some Rest & Free foe Leisure, Evening visit Sun Set Point to have a view of SUNSET. Night Stay: Mount Abu
Day: 02
After B/F Local sight seen, Visit Delwara Dera, Achaleshwar Mahadev, Brahma Kumari & Nakki Lake, After Lunch start for Ambaji (App. 50 Kms / 1.5 Hrs), Ambaji is one of the Main Shakti Peeth out of 51 Shakti Peeth in the world, It is believed that the Heart of Devi Sati was Fallen here, Ambaji is an important temple town with millions of devotees visiting the Ambaji temple every year. The Hill of Gabbar has also a small temple fortified from the western side and there are 999 steps to go up to the mountain and reach this holy temple at the top of Gabbar Hill. A Holy Lamp is constantly burning on this hill temple facing exactly in front of Visa Shree Yantra of Nij Mandir of Mata Shri Arasuri Amba. After Darshan start for Ahmedabad (App. 200 Kms / 05 Hrs), Arrive Ahmedabad approximately 19:00 Hrs. Tour Over

Departure: Every Saturday
One Night / Two Days

Shamalaji, Keshariyaji, Udaipur, Shrinathaji

Day: 01

Morning at 07:00 Hrs start from Ahmedabad To Shamalaji by A.C. Vehicle (App. 130 kms / 03 Hrs), SHAMLAJI is the Largest Pilgrim Temple of Aravalli and also known as DHOLI DHAJA WALA because it always has a white silk flag fluttering on top. The temple has a sculpture of Lord Krishna as Shamdiya bhagwan, Directly start for Keshariyaji (App. 70 Kms / 01 Hr), The main attraction is the temple of Rishabhadeoji, The first Jain Tirthankara. Lord Rishabhadeo is also "Kesariaji" because a large offering of saffron (Keshar), A common ingredient in Jain rituals is made to the deity, Directly start for Udaipur (App. 70 Kms / 01 Hr), Arrive & Check into the Hotel, Lunch, Evening have local sight seen, Chetak Smarak, Sahelion Ki Badi, Fateh Sagar Lake, Rest of the day free for Leisure / Shopping, Dinner Night Stay: Udaipur
Day: 02

After B/F visit City Palace, Directly start for Nathdwara called as “SHRINATHAJI” (App. 50 Kms / 01 Hr), Shrinathaji is a foam of Lord KRISHNA, Shrinathaji is Mainly worshiped by VAISHNAVYA Cast, There are Eight time of Darshan which are as follows of SHRINATHAJI: Mangala, Shringar, Gwal, Rajbhog, Utthanpan, Bhog, Sandhya & Shayan, After Lunch start for Ahmedabad (App. 300 Kms / 06 Hrs), Arrive Ahmedabad approximately 20:00 Hrs. Tour Over

Departure Every Saturday
Two Nights / Three Days

Gondal, Junagadh, Sasangir, Somnath

Day 01

Morning at 7:00 a.m. start from Ahmedabad to Gondal by A.C. Vehicle (App. 275 Kms / 4.5 Hrs), Arrive Gondal & Visit to the Orchard Palace – Which is a wing of the Huzoor Palace (the present royal residence) where the ruling family of Gondal entertained personal guests including relatives from other princely states of Gujarat. Also visit the collection of vintage and classic cars, Swaminarayan Temple and Bhuvaneswari Ayurvedic Pharmacy which still makes traditional herbal medicines according to ancient principles, Directly start for Junagadh (App. 65 Kms / 1.5 Hrs) the birth place of Narsinh Mehta a friend of Lord Krishna. Arrive & Visit Uparkot, Asoka's Rock Edict, Damodar Kund, After Lunch start for Sasan Gir (App. 60 Kms / 1.5 Hrs), Arrive & Check into the Hotel, Rest of the day free for leisure, Dinner. **Night Stay: Sasan Gir**
Day : 02

Early morning take a Jeep Safari (Self Expense) in Gir National Park to see Asiatic Lion in their natural habitats. Back to Hotel, After Lunch start for Somanath (App. 45 Kms / 01 Hr), Arrive Somnath Check-In at Hotel, evening visit Bhalka Tirth where Lord Krishna was injured and died by an arrow, Directly transfer to LORD SOMNATH TEMPLE – One of the twelve sacred Jyotirlingas – You can also visit Light & Sound Show in voice of Shri Amrish Puri which show case of the History of Somnath Temple from Starting Till Today, Dinner. Night Stay : Veraval

Day : 03

After B/F Free for Leisure, After Lunch start for Ahmedabad (App. 400 Kms / 08 Hrs) via Virpur – Jalaram Bapa Temple – Arrive Ahmedabad approximately 20:00 Hrs. Tour Over

Departure
Every Friday
Three Nights / Four Days

Bhuj, Mandavi, Mata No Madh, Narayan Sarovar, Koteshwar, White Desert

Day : 01
Morning at 07:00 Hrs start from Ahmedabad to Bhuj by A.C. Vehicle (App. 400 Kms / 10 Hrs), Lunch On Way, Arrive & Check in to the Hotel, Bhuj is a famous destination for shopping of handicraft work. Artists of nearby villages bring their art work for sale in Bhuj, Free for Leisure / Shopping. Dinner. Night Stay : Bhuj

Day : 02
After B/F start for Mandavi via 72 Jinalay (App. 60 Kms / 01 Hr), Arrive Mandvi, Visit Shyam Ji Krishna Verma Memorial "Kranti Tirth", Vijay Vilas Palace & Mandvi Beach to Enjoy Water sports Activities, After Lunch start for WHITE RANN (App. 150 Kms / 03 Hrs), Arrive & Visit The Beauty of White Desert, Evening enjoy the view
of SUNSET & Relax yourself, Back To Bhuj by Late Evening (App. 80 Kms / 02 Hrs), Dinner. Night Stay : Bhuj

Day : 03

After B/F start for Mata No Madh (App. 90 Kms / 02 Hrs), Arrive & Visit ASHAPURA MATA Temple – Kuldevi of Jadeja Deity, Directly start for Narayan Sarovar (App. 60 Kms / 01 Hr), Narayan Sarovar Means a Lake of Narayan – Known as "Lord Vishnu", Have a Darshan of Local Temple, After Lunch Transfer To Nearby Koteshwar, Arrive & Visit Shiva Temple, Back to Bhuj by Late evening, Free for Leisure, Dinner. Night Stay : Bhuj

Day : 04

After B/F start for Ahmedabad (App. 400 Kms / 10 Hrs). Lunch on Way. Arrive Ahmedabad approximately 20:00 Hrs., Tour Over

Departure Every Thursday
Three Nights / Four Days

Gondal, Junagadh, Sasangir, Somnath, Porbandar, Dwarka, Bet Dwarka

Day: 01

Morning start from Ahmedabad to Gondal by A.C. Vehicle (App. 275 Kms / 4.5 Hrs), Arrive Gondal & Visit to the Orchard Palace – Which is a wing of the Huzoor Palace (the present royal residence) where the ruling family of Gondal entertained personal guests including relatives from other princely states of Gujarat. Also visit the collection of vintage and classic cars, Swaminarayan Temple and Bhuvaneshwari Ayurvedic Pharmacy which still makes traditional herbal medicines according to ancient principles, Directly start for Junagadh (App. 65 Kms. / 1.5 Hrs) the birth place of Narsinh Mehta a friend of Lord Krishna. Arrive & Visit Uparkot, Asoka’s Rock Edict, Damodar Kund, After Lunch start for Sasan Gir (App. 60 Kms / 1.5 Hrs), Arrive & Check into the Hotel,
Rest of the day free for leisure, Dinner. **Night Stay: Sasan Gir**

**Day: 02**

Early morning take a Jeep Safari (Self Expense) in Gir National Park which is situated in 65 Kms to South East of Junagadh to see Asiatic Lion in their natural habitats. Back to Hotel, After Lunch start for Somanath (App. 45 Kms / 01 Hr), Arrive & Somnath & visit Bhalka Tirth where Lord Krishna was injured and died by an arrow, Directly transfer to LORD SOMNATH TEMPLE – One of the twelve sacred Jyotirlingas – You can also visit Light & Sound Show in voice of Shri Amrish Puri which show case of the History of Somnath Temple from Starting Till Today, Transfer & Check into the Hotel, Dinner. **Night Stay: Veraval**

**Day: 03**

After early B/F start for Porbandar (App. 100 Kms. / 02 Hrs) Arrive Porbandar & Visit to Mahatma Gandhi’s birthplace (Kirti Mandir), Directly start for Dwarka (App. 100 Kms / 02 Hrs) via Harshad Mata Temple on the Sea Shore. Arrive & Check into the Hotel, After Lunch start for Okha (App. 25 KM / ½ Hrs), Arrive Okha and have a Ferry Boat (Self Expense) to Visit Bet Dwarka Residential abode of Lord Krishna, Also visit Nageshwar and Rukshamani Temple, Back to Hotel, Rest of the Day free for leisure, Dinner. **Night Stay: Dwarka**

**Day: 04**

After B/F visit Shree Krishna Temple which is built on 60 pillars with granite and marble stones and having Five floor on the shore of Arabian Sea, Back to the Hotel, After Lunch start for Ahmedabad (App. 450 Kms / 10 Hrs), Arrive Ahmedabad approximately 20:00 Hrs. **Tour Over**

---

**Departure** Every Thursday
Day 01

Morning at 07:00 Hrs start from Ahmedabad To Shamlaji by A.C. Vehicle(App. 130 kms / 03 Hrs), SHAMLAJI is the Largest Pilgrim Temple of Aravalli and also known as DHOLI DHAJA WALA because it always has a white silk flag fluttering on top. The temple has a sculpture of Lord Krishna as Shamdiya bhagwan, Directly start for Keshariyaji (App. 70 Kms / 01 Hr), The main attraction is the temple of Rishabhadeoji, The first Jain Tirthankara. Lord Rishabhadeo is also "Kesariaji" because a large offering of saffron (Keshar), A common ingredient in Jain rituals is made to the deity, Directly start for Udaipur
(App. 70 Kms / 01 Hr), Arrive & Check into the Hotel, After Lunch local sight seen, Chetak Smarak, Sahelion Ki Badi, Fateh Sagar Lake, City Palace. Rest of the day free for Leisure / Shopping, Dinner. **Night Stay: Udaipur**

**Day: 02**

After B/F start for Chittorgarh (App. 120 Kms / 02 Hrs), Arrive & Visit Chittorgarh Fort, Vijaystambh, Kirti Stambh, Meera Temple, After Lunch start for Nathdwara called as “SHRINATHAJI” (App. 100 Kms / 02 Hr), Srinathaji is a foam of Lord KRISHNA, Srinathaji is Mainly worshiped by VAISHNAVA Cast, There are Eight time of Darshan which are as follows of SHRINATHAJI: Mangala, Shringar, Gwal, Rajbhog, Utthanpan, Bhog, Sandhya & Shayan, Transfer & Check into the Hotel, Free for Leisure, Dinner. **Night Stay: Srinathaji**

**Day: 03**

After B/F start for Ranakpur (App. 80 Kms / 1.5 Hrs), Arrive & have a Local sight seen, Visit Ranakpur Jain Temple & Sun Temple, Directly start for Mount Abu (App. 160 Kms / 03 Hrs), Arrive & Check into the Hotel, Dinner. **Night Stay: Mount Abu**

**Day: 04  Date:**

After B/F have Local sight seen, Visit Delwara Dera, Adhar Devi temple, Brahma Kumari and Nakki lake (Self Expense), After Lunch start for Ambaji (App. 50 Kms / 1.5 Hrs), Ambaji is one of the Main Shakti Peeth out of 51 Shakti Peeth in the world, It is belived that the Heart of Devi Sati was Fallen here, Ambaji is an important temple town with millions of devotees visiting the Ambaji temple every year. The Hill of Gabbar has also a small temple fortified from the western side and there are 999 steps to go up to the mountain and reach this holy temple at the top of Gabbar Hill. A Holy Lamp is constantly burning on this hill temple facing exactly in front of Visa Shree Yantra of Nij Mandir of Mata Shri Arasuri Amba. start for Ahmedabad (App. 200 Kms / 05 Hrs), Arrive Ahmedabad approximately 20:00 Hrs. **Tour Over**

**Departure**  **Every Thursday**
Rules & Regulations:

Transportation:
The vehicle arrangement will be made only once for sight seen. The vehicle arrangement will not be made again in any case of closing or shut down of Darshan or sight seen or road closed due to any reason. Tourist has to reach the destinations at their own expense in case where vehicle cannot go. The vehicle for journey by road will be Provide according to the number of tourists. Tourists have to pay extra 20% of tour cost if they Wishes to travel through Personal Vehicle apart from routine Vehicle. If travelling in AC Vehicle and In case of not working of AC in Vehicle Due to any technical reasons than Rs. 100/- Per Person will be refunded. Apart from this company is not responsible for anything.

Food:
Tea / Coffee with Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner will be provided according to the convenience of time. We will Provide only Vegetarian Food. Any Food is taken except Buffet Menu, Fix Thali. Then a Person Have to Pay Directly to the Hotel. Jain Food Will Be provided if inform before Departure of Tour.

Accommodation:
One separate room will be provided for two full tickets and If single tourist who wishes to stay in a separate room than He / She have to pay 70% amount of Two Full Tickets. Double bed room with extra mattress on the floor will be provided for three Full tickets / half tickets (separate seats). Rooms will be provided / making vacant according to check-out time of hotel. In any Case of the Rooms Will Be Allotted is in inadequate or Cancel in any Place Then Passengers Has to accept the Alternative Arrangements made in some Where other Place Made by the owner. Tourist will have to be agreed with the facilities provided to them moreover no refund will be given as compensation. No tourist will be allowed to wash the clothes as per the rules of hotel management and therefore tourist has to follow This Rules strictly. During night stay it is not possible to provide rooms with same facility, same size, same view & on the same floor. In some hotels there are arrangements of King size bed & two separate beds also.

Personal Expense:
The tourist has to bear expense like Porter Charges, Donations, Jeep / Elephant Safaris, Paragliding, Ropeway, Light and Sound Show, Beach Water Sport, Beach Activities, Laser Show, Camera Charges, Horse riding, Gandola Charges, Boating Charges, River Rafting, Telephone Calls, Ayurvedic Massage, Mini Bar, Medical / Baggage / Personal / Accidental Insurance, Laundry Service, Ferry Boat, Tips, Entrance Fees such as Garden / Temples / Monuments etc.

To Carry:
Original Photo ID, Cloths, Small bag, Water bag, Battery, Toothbrush, Toothpaste, Tongue cleaner, Personal Medicines, Woolen clothes for tour of Hill Stations. Passenger will be Bring the Health, Accidental & Luggage Insurance for Safety. It is not Advisable to Join the tour for the Person Having Diabetes, Heart Problem, Hypertension or any Sevier Illness.
Booking:
Tourists are requested to reserve their seat by paying an advance deposit which is non refundable in any case. Rest amount before 10 Days of Departure.

General Rules:
The rules stated in tour Contract are to be strictly followed by every tourist. Do not bring precious things with you during tour. It is compulsory for every tourist to keep his/her proof of citizenship of India. Like Driving license, Passport, Election card, Postal Identity card etc. may be used as proof. if in Case of NRI/ Foreign Nations Who Travel in our Tour Have to Carry Original Passport with Valid Visa. Tourist has to pay the full amount of the ticket on or before 10 days of the departure of tour, the seat will be cancelled if he/she failed to do so, moreover no refund will be given in any case. The tour will be cancelled in case of not adequate numbers of tourists & the amount of deposit paid by tourist will be refunded by cheque only. The refund of deposit will be paid by A/C Payee cheque only. The rates of ticket are fixed up according to present Fares existed on June 2014, but in case of price rise before departure or during the tour, the tourist will have to pay the additional charge by cash only during tour. Each member have to follow instruction given by tour manager. And Each member have to follow schedule provided in Itinerary. If Fail to do so then the person have to reach by their own at the next Destination Meanwhile if any sight seen Place is Missed then Shakti Travels is not liable at all for the same. Tour organizing is a business of rendering services, it is necessary to have the service of persons from outside and other organizations, for them we are not responsible, therefore, the persons with sensitive nature & mental disorder should not join the tour. The rules suggested in tour contract are equal for all tours and every tourist is strictly bound to follow. Subject to Ahmedabad city jurisdiction if any Problem aeries regarding/ during Journey.

Cancellation:
Ticket will be cancelled only after receipt of written application. The following cancellation charges per ticket will be charged in case of tourist wishes to cancel their ticket for any reason after the seat is booked. If cancel on or before 60 Days of departure of tour than Rs. 1,000/- will be charged. If cancel before 20 Days of departure of tour than There is a Token cancellation Charge Of Rs. 2,000/- will be applicable. If cancel before 10 Days of departure of tour than Rs. 3,000/- will be charged. No Refund Will be given in any case of Cancellation Within 10 Days of Departure of Tour. Ticket will be cancelled only after Receipt of Written Application submitted to Shakti Travels With Valid Reasons.

Note:
The amount of Service tax will be charged extra. Subject to Ahmedabad Jurisdiction.
The Schedule may be Change any time due to any Circumstances. On way Lunch Will be Provided at Restaurant / Dhaba. Shakti Travels is not Liable for any cancellation of Flight/ Air Tickets.